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Video game remasters are more than just a clump of crisp textures and pop-up resolutions. Remember how the Silent Hill HD collection somehow looked worse in PS3 than in PS2, or how the voice behaves in the updated Casalevania: the Night Symphony lacks the magic of the original? Recently, the
Commando 2 HD-based World War II remaster was inhibited by bugs and the decision to remove Japanese Nazi imperial symbols from the game, leaving it feeling strangely flat and ahstorial. Ramaster's not easy. So, for PC Gaming Week 2020, let's take our hats off to those who got it right, the ones that
anchor and apphale classic games, opening them up to new generations of gamers. (Image credit: Xbox Game Studios) 1. Age of Empires 2: A final remastered edition of a game that has been remastered back in 2013 is a must get some people protecting their wallets suspiciously, but the lick and
perfection of this package does away with any murmurs about grabbing money. The final release contains all three HD DLC campaigns, as well as a number of new campaigns and civilizations to play in. The soundtrack, user interface and graphics are working superbly anew, and the multiplayer works in
swimming (finally!), reviving an era of empires for a new era of online conquest. Best Era of Empires Today 2: Final Transactions Edition (Picture Credit: SEGA)2. The unparalleled Sonic Manicpod has had a rough time since its 16-bit heyday, but returning to its roots reminds us that the classic 2D-pixel
formula (with new animations, 60fps and widescreen support) is where it really thrives. Sonic Mania's art style and levels are a remix of the Early-Saturn era, with some new stages thrown in, and characters and abilities mixed into various games throughout the series. It's all beautiful jests, bolstered by
tons of unlockables including artwork and competitive racing mode. While not technically remastered, it takes the best of Sonic's 16-bit titles and combines it with some great modern touches, so we think it more than deserves a place on this list. After years in the wilderness, it's great to see Sonic back in
his natural two-size habitat. The best Sonic Mania deals of the day (Picture Credit: Capcom)In a bit of a meta-muddle, this excellent entry in the Series Resident Evil is a remaster of a rather remastery remake of the original 1996 game. It is easily the best of the old-style fixed camera games Resident Evil,
with luxurious environments, resource management and stretching sea-eye puzzles. The original resident evil remake has already done most of the work when it came to maiming the game, but Remaster HD brushes it off with a 16:9 aspect ratio, HD resolutions, surround sound and - so overwhelmingly -
an updated control kit to replace these damn tank controls. (Image credit: Lucasarts) 4. Many Lucasharts Adventure Games Classical voters and clicks have received some form of remaster over the years. From the likes of Grimm Fandango, Monkey Island 1 and 2, a full choke and a day out of arms, it's
very hard to pick a winner. With the exception of 3D Grim Fandango, all of the games above have been beautifully redrawn, making really vibrant famous backgrounds pop on large IPS displays. During unique for remasters, each of these games allows you to switch between original and remastered
graphics, which really tickles us nostalgically. Add this remastered soundtracks and vocal work, key interpretations, and welcome clues for notoriously obscure puzzles, and you're left with an eternal remaster collection. (Image credit: Nightdive Studios) 5. Turok 2 is not the most famous remaster on the
list, but still a great example of how to do it properly. The promised N64 Classic engine new 64-bit, remaster masters and Nightdive Studios have become one incredibly modern solid beard shooter. By unlocking frame rate and resolutions, adding graphical rashes like shadow maps, stickers, effects, and
reflections, Turok 2 becomes a liquid smooth computer shooter. Multiplayer has been improved too, supporting the game online as well as a classic 4-player split screen. Best of the day Turok 2: Seeds of Bad Deals (Picture Credit: Nightdive Studios/Atari)6. Blood: Fresh suppliesNightdive strikes again
with another classic shooter. Blood is probably more familiar to PC gamers, having been the last FPS made using an engine to build (or precision Nukem 3D) back in 1997.With its new engine, this blood remaster features modern graphical enthusiasts like antialiasing, es environment clusocion, uncapped
framerates, up to 4K resolution and deep mod support. Its multiplayer has been completely refurbished with up to eight (!) split-screen or online players, playing co-operative or competitive. Again, it's amazing how well an old shooter can feel with a healthy splash of modernization. (Image credit: In the
sausages) 7. Baldor Gate 2: Improved editionMao it's perhaps the most famous of the cRPGs infinity engine, but really HD remasters of the original Baldur Gate, Icewind Dale and its sequel, and Planescape: Torture can make the cut too. Beamdog's master of Original Baldor Gate 2 includes the throne of
Bhaal expansion, as well as plenty of new dialogue, party partners, and of course HD decisions. Cross-platform support is a nice touch too, with multiplayer between PC, Mac, Android and iPhone, as well as the ability to transfer saved files between platforms. So successful was the remaster that he
received an independent extension in 2016, and with baldur's goal 3 around the corner, we should thank this remaster for putting the series back in the spotlight. Today's Best Baldor Gate 2: Improved Transactions Edition (Picture Credit: Activision)8. Bandicut Crash: N. Sane trilogy Moderated the Whole
Renovating and using mostly new properties, this package of the original three-game Crash Bandicoot is really testing that remake-remaster boundary. But on the fact that each level is a perfect platform pastime of the original games, and the mechanics stay the same, it makes the cut. Value is a key
factor here. When many remasters contain only one or two games from a series (looking at you, Silent Hill HD collection), this one has all the original crash games, with a complete graphical overhaul, at a very reasonable price; It feels like a fan service and not a survivor. It even has all the original levels
of secret, including the infamous turbulent level of ascent cut from the original game. Today's best crash bandicoot N. Sane trilogy deals(Picture credit: Xbox Game Studios)9. Halo: The main CollectionNo Xbox franchise was wanted or desired on a PC like Halo, and in 2019 it finally became a reality. At a
modest price, Microsoft steadily rolled out the entire Halo remastered collection on the computer, immediately spawning one of the liveliest online gaming scenes on the platform. Featuring all classic campaigns, over 120 multiplayer maps throughout the collection, the value here is unbeatable, and you
can also buy the games separately at a modest price as well. The only drawbacks are the lack of split-screen support, though this is not likely to deter these computer purifiers. Best Halo of the day: Master Chief Transaction Collection (Picture Credit: Bethsda Softworks)10. Skyrim: Special Edition This
version of Skyrim (97, according to our estimates) came for some plaque when it first came out in 2016. The visual enhancements - screen space reflections, God's rays, new shaders, some improved art and textures - were subtle, leaving console gamers wondering if she earned her $40 at the asking
price. But it was a different story on the computer. First, the special edition bounced the game up to 64 bits, which greatly expanded some modders and could improve it (and PC players know that Skyrim is all about modding). Second, it was temporarily free for the owner of the 2011 Skyrim, so the
existing owners were not out of pocket. It's actually a pretty common practice on your PC, with Bioshock, Guerrilla Faction Red and Mafia 2 remasters being temporarily free for the owners of the original games. You hear that? It is the sound of several million PC Skyrim players beating their ribs ugly at the
expense of their console counterparts. Today's Best Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim - Special Edition special performs at The Computer Games Week ofTechRadar 2020 celebrates the most powerful gaming platform on the planet with essential articles, interviews and buying guides that show how diverse,
imaginative, and unusual computer games – and gamers – can be. Visit the PC 2020 Games Week page to see all our coverage in one place. These are the best pc games of the 2020 mikeasaurusBest answer 9 years ago It is very popular, and games are even freer. Below is a list of our picks of some
of the best free pc games to download right now. Some are even portable, which means you can put them on a flash drive and play them anywhere. These titles include popular old commercial games advertised as freeware, home remakes of popular games and games released by independent
developers. They are identified by their genres, such as first-person shooter, real-time strategy, role-playing game, simulation, and platform games. These are free pc games to download. You must save the game files to your computer and install them before they are landscaped. These are not the same
free online games that can be played in your web browser.  Keep in mind that all these free pc game downloads only works when installed on your COMPUTER. This is a risk compared to online games because the game files may contain malware. Be careful when downloading these files. Know how to



scan your computer for viruses where needed, and always update your PC with the latest security fixes. If you download a free game that won't open when you double-click it, chances are you need to extract the game from the archive since some of them come in a RAR or ZIP file. ZIP files can usually
be opened any problem but RARs and other non-ZIP archives require a file to unlock the program zip as a 7-Zip. Some of these free pc game download pages have a number of download buttons but only one of them is actually legal; The others are most likely advertisements or links to other websites. If
any links take you elsewhere without downloading the game, return to the download link below and try a different button. Bat Eternal Platform Eternum Platform Fantom Sub-Division Action Formido Small Strategy Warrior 2 Night Action Lord Monarch Strategy IBM 2000 Universal Simulation Fighting Wild
Metal Simulation Arcade Worms Wars 3 Arcade X Bomber Top To Bottom Shooter X Actions First Person Shooter Zelda Classic Arcade 3D Desert Run Simulation
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